




It is a common phenomenon that nature takes part in the 
field of literature, and Japanese literature has pioneered an 
unique genre in that field. 
This report treats the manner of contemplation concerning 
nature-especially plants-in Japanese literature. Generally 
the natural world is used to explain two defferent ideas. 
One is the intuitive concept or pure feeling concept, and 
the other is the moral concept or artificially valued concept. 
In Japanese literature-especially in Manyoshu and the 
other W akas-, plants take part in it as an intuitive creation, in 
other words the poets of Manyoshu and the other Wakas had 
found the beauty of plants not through their moral significance 
but through their original beauty without adding any moral 
explanation. 
In this reprt I have compared the Shijo plants-meaning 
the plants which appear in Shijo Anthology-with Manyoshu 
plants. 
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I am afraid of being criticized because both poems were 
written in different periods of time. I beg you to pass over 
this for the moment. 
The result of study hinted to me that we can classify 
the plants of both Anthology into the foll owing three groups. 
The 1st group, which is treasured by poets of both An-
tho logy. For example, pine and palm blossoms. 
The 2 nd group, which is treasured by Manyoshu poets 
only. This group is treated very coldly by Shijo poets. For 
example, bush clover, pink (a belongs to genus partrinia), 
common reed grass, lawn grass. Above all, the bush clover 
is cited in Manyoshu more than 137 times and acquired the 
1st rank in frequency of apperance. But in Shijo bush clo-
ver is nearly forgotten and is cited only twice as fire wood 
and symbol of graveyard tr~e. 
The 3rd group, which is treasured by Shijo poets. The 
plants of these group are usually transmitted by Chinese 
literati, so that the plants appear in Chinese idiomatic form, 
for example, green willow, heaven peach, red lotus, cold 
chrisanthemum, white duckweed, red knotweed, .. and so on. 
Without hesitation, I would say that the poets of Man-
yoshu has planted the literary plants deep into Japanese soil, 
and the successors of Waka always put to practical use ac-
cording to their natural and social circumstances; the qu-
intessence of Manyo mind found in many kinds of Manyδ 
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“The incident illustrates again the truth about the Japanese view 
of nature that is present in dictionary difinition of HANA ; that it 
is specific and detailed. In the very earliest graphic representation 
of nature there are stylized trees which could be almost any foli-
age leafed variety, but from the twelfth century down at least to the 
nineteenth scarcely a single unidentified branch of tree or blade of 
grass is to be found in Japanese painting. In the twelfth century 
Gengi scrolls, every details of Murasaki’s garden as she lies dying 
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